[Effect of low-molecular amines on DNA conformation and stability of the double helix].
Interaction of low-molecular amines (cystamine, cysteamine, cystaphose, asparagine, beta-alanine) with DNA was studied. The amines change the positive circular dichroism (CD) band of DNA as well as temperature and range width of melting. Effect of amines on DNA depends on ionic strength of the solvent, concentration and structure of the ligand. Monamines cause destabilization of DNA double helix followed by stabilization as ligand concentration increases. At concentrations stabilizing the double helix DNA conformation undergoes transition from the B- to C-form. The results obtained enable to relate the stabilizing effect of low-molecular amines and conformational B leads to C-transition to the non-specific interaction of ligand amino groups with DNA phosphates, and the destabilizing effect of monoamines of low concentrations to their interaction with bases, mainly in the denaturated sites of DNA. It is proposed that a stronger effectiveness of amines as compared to monovalent metals in the conformational shift of DNA towards the C-form is due to the additional effect of disturbance of hydrophobic interactions in DNA double helix.